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We prove that multiparameter quantum matrices over a skew field can be
reduced by applying elementary row and column operations, each of which pre-
serve the quantum relations. From this, we derive a new, axiomatic description of
the quantum determinant, which coincides with the classical approach to commuta-
tive determinants. The Bruhat normal form of quantum matrices is given in terms
of quantum principal minors. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main topics in the theory of quantum groups is the one-
Ž Ž .. Ž .parameter deformation O M n of the algebra of functions on n = n -q
w xmatrices, as considered, e.g., in 8]10 . They are bialgebras generated by
Ž . Želements x , subject to so-called q-matrix relations depending on ai j
.non-zero scalar q . Matrices over any algebra, whose entries satisfy these
Ž Ž ..relations, are called q-matrices. One can consider O M n as the univer-q
sal bialgebra co-acting on the corresponding q-deformation of the exterior
Ž w x.algebra see 5 .
w xIn 1 , this concept is generalized to multiparameter deformations,
depending on a family q of non-zero scalars and an additional non-zero
w xscalar l. The approach in 1 uses the twisting by a suitable 2-cocycle to
Ž .derive properties of these `` q, l ''-matrix algebras from the one-parameter
case.
In Section 2, we recall the deduction of multiparameter quantum
Ž .relations. We express the q, l -relations in a slightly different form, which
helps to avoid case distinctions and consider the more general case of a
Ž .rectangular matrix of generators Proposition 2.4 .
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w x Ž .We make use of the fact established in 1 that q, l -matrix algebras are
Ž .iterated Ore-extensions. Hence, these universal or generic algebras may
be embedded into a skew field, which allows us to apply later results.
Any invertible matrix Y over a skew field S admits the following
Ž w x.decomposition Bruhat normal form, cf. 4, Sect. 19 ,
a1 1 )1
. ... ..Y s P s ,Ž .. .. 0  0 0a) 1 1n
Ž .where a , . . . , a and the permutation matrix P s are unique. The1 n
Ž w x. Ž .Dieudonne determinant see 3, 4 of Y is the coset of sgn s a ? . . . ? aÂ 1 n
 4in the abelianization of S _ 0 .
Ž . Ž .Now suppose Y is a q, l -matrix l / 1 . We prove that s is the
Ž .identity in this case Corollary 3.9 . We give an explicit formula for
Ž . Ž .a , . . . , a see Proposition 4.10 , in terms of q, l -principal minors, which1 n
Ž .are quantum determinants see below of certain submatrices. This for-
mula implies, in particular, that the coset of the quantum determinant is
Ž Ž .equal to the Dieudonne determinant for the generic q, l -matrix, thisÂ
w x.last fact is already in 7 . The special case l s 1 is considered.
The key idea is to apply elementary row and column operations to
Ž .q, l -matrices, each of which preserve the quantum relations. A certain
w xcombination of row operations has already been considered in 7 . We
Ž .examine more generally, which operations preserve the q, l -relations
Ž .Proposition 3.5 .
Throughout, we work with these relations, instead of doing the calcula-
Žtions for the one-parameter case and then twisting by a 2-cocycle as in
w x.1, 7 . This avoids the complications involved in twisting, moreover,
calculations for the one-parameter case are not much easier.
Ž . Ž .The reduction theorem Theorem 3.6 summarizes how far q, l -
Ž .matrices can be reduced by applying q, l -row or column operations. In
Ž . Ž .particular, any invertible q, l -matrix l / 1 can be reduced to a diago-
Ž .nal matrix Corollary 3.9 , yielding the result above.
Ž . Ž Ž . .For q, l -matrices, a quantum determinant or q, l -determinant is
w x Ž .defined in 1 . We briefly recall its construction Proposition 4.1 , and
deduce that this determinant is multilinear, alternating, and maps I to 1
Ž .Proposition 4.4 .
Ž .Using our reduction method, it follows that the q, l -determinant
Ž . Ž .l / 1 is uniquely determined by these properties Theorem 4.6 , on the
Ž .set of q, l -matrices over a skew field. This means the quantum determi-
Ž .nant can be described in the same way as the usual commutative
determinant.
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2. MULTIPARAMETER QUANTUM MATRICES
w xWe review from 1 the deduction of multiparameter quantum relations
in a form suitable for our purposes.
Let k denote a fixed base field and R any k-algebra throughout this
paper.
DEFINITION 2.1. Deformation Parameters. A family of non-zero scalars
Ž .q s q is called a deformation parameter, provided thati j i, jg N
q s 1, q q s 1, for all i , j g N. 2.1Ž .i i i j ji
Ž  4.Two deformation parameters p, q are called l-conjugate for l g k _ 0 ,
if for all i - j
p q s l. 2.2Ž .i j i j
DEFINITION 2.2. q-Exterior and q-Symmetric Algebras. The algebras given
by generators and relations as follows
² 2 : 4n n [ k x , . . . , x N x s 0, x x s yq x x , i , j g 1, . . . , n ;Ž . Ž .q 1 n i j i ji i j
² : 4S n [ k x , . . . , x N x x s q x x , i , j g 1, . . . , n ;Ž . Ž .q 1 n j i i j i j
Žare called q-exterior resp. q-symmetric algebras for a deformation parame-
.ter q .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from condition 2.1 that the n n resp. S n have basesq q
«1 « n  4 a1 anx ? . . . ? x N all « g 0, 1 resp. x ? . . . ? x N all a G 0 .Ž .Ž .1 n i 1 n i
For the rest of this paper, let p, q denote l-conjugate deformation
Ž . Ž .parameters unless otherwise stated . Then p is determined by q, l , but
we continue to use p in order to avoid case distinctions in calculations.
To state the following proposition neatly, we introduce a few notations.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. Indices in Main and Sub-Relation. For a s i, a , b s
vŽ . Ž .j, b g N = N, we write a b [ i, b . We say that a , b are in main-
Ž . Ž .relation, written a o b , if i - j; a - b or j - i; b - a , and that a , b
Ž Žare in sub-relation, written a p b , otherwise i.e., if and only if i F j;
. Ž ..a G b or j F i; b G a .
Note that o and p are symmetric relations, and a o b implies
v v Ž .a b p b a . The arrows indicate the mutual position of the indices.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. The q, l -Matrix Relations.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Suppose l / y1. For an m = n -matrix Y s y o¤er R, theia
following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a Algebra maps are defined by
n
D [ D Y , q : n m “ R m n n , x ‹ y m x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýq q i ia a
as1
m
D9 [ D9 Y , p : n n “ n m m R , x ‹ x m y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýp p a i ia
is1
Ž .  4b The entries of Y satisfy the following relations for i, j g 1, . . . , m ,
 4 Ž . Ž .a, b g 1, . . . , n , and a [ i, a , b [ j, b :
y y s p q y y , if a p b ;b a i j ab a b
y y y q q y y s p y q y y , if a o b .Ž . v vb a ji ab a b i j ji a b b a
Ž . Ž .We write SR Y, b , a for the first, MR Y, b , a for the second relation.
Ž .  4  4c For all pairs a , b g 1, . . . , m = 1, . . . , n , we ha¤e
SR Y , b , a or SR Y , a , b if a p b ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
MR Y , b , a or MR Y , a , b if a o b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If l s y1 then b , c are still equi¤alent and imply a .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.5. The relations in part b are called q, l -relations for
Ž .Y. If they are satisfied, we call Y a q, l -matrix over R.
The relations of type SR resp. MR are called sub-relations resp. main-
relations.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let M m = n, R denote the set of all m = n q, l -matrices overq, l
Ž . Ž .R, and M n, R [ M n = n, R . The set of invertible matrices inq, l q, l
Ž . Ž .M n, R is denoted by GL n, R .q, l q, l
Ž .The algebra generated by elements x subject to thei a 1F iF m , 1F aF n
Ž . Ž . Ž .q, l -relations for X [ x is called the q, l -matrix algebra and de-i a
Ž Ž ..noted by O M m, n .q, l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Firstly, we show the equivalence of b , c : Condition 2.1 for p,
Ž . Ž .q implies that SR Y, b , a and SR Y, a , b are equivalent. Now take any
v va , b , such that a o b. Then a b p b a . Suppose that the relation
v vŽ . Ž . Ž .SR Y, a b , b a holds. Then MR Y, b , a and MR Y, a , b are easily
Ž . Ž .checked to be equivalent. Hence, c implies b ; the converse is trivial.
Ž . Ž .Now we prove the equivalence of a , c .
Ž . Ž .Writing h [ D x , we obtain, using the relations of n n ,i i q
n
h h s y y m x x s y y y q y y m x x . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj i jb ia b a jb ia ab ja ib b a
a, bs1 a-b
2  4An algebra map is defined by D if and only if h s 0 for all i g 1, . . . , mi
and h h s yq h h for all 1 F i - j F m.j i ji i j
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Since x x is linearly independent in n n , Eq. 2.3 yields theb a a- b q
equivalent conditions
y y s q y y a - b ; 2.4Ž . Ž .i b ia ab ia ib
y y y q y y s yq y y y q y y i - j; a - b . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .jb ia ab ja ib ji i b ja ab ia jb
Ž . Ž .Now we analyse D9. The canonical flip t : R m n m “ n m m R,p p
Ž .y m x ‹ x m y is an algebra isomorphism, and on the generators of n n ,p
Ž . Ž t . twe have D9 Y, p s t (D Y , p , for the transposed matrix Y . Hence,
Ž . Ž t .D9 Y, p defines an algebra map if and only if D Y , p does. Using the
above result, this is equivalent to
y y s p y y i - j ; 2.6Ž . Ž .ja ia i j i a ja
y y y p y y s yp y y y p y y i - j; a - b . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .jb ia i j i b ja b a ja ib i j i a jb
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose a is satisfied and l / y1; so 2.4 to 2.7 hold. Since p, q are
l-conjugate, q q s p p for all i - j; a - b. Hence we obtain, sub-ji ab b a i j
Ž . Ž .tracting 2.5 from 2.7 ,
p q q y y s p q q y y . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .b a ab ja ib i j ji i b ja
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We have p q q s q 1rl q 1 and p q q s p 1 q 1rl . Sinceb a ab ab i j ji i j
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..l / y1, Eq. 2.8 implies SR Y, j, a , i, b , for all a - b; i - j.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Using this relation, we obtain MR Y, j, b , i, a from 2.5 .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .The relation SR Y, j, a , i, b specialises to 2.4 for i s j and to 2.6
Ž . Ž .for a s b in case i s j, a s b, it is trivial . This proves c .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, by similar calculations, c implies 2.4 to 2.7 , which were
Ž .shown to be equivalent to a . For this part, we do not need any condition
for l.
Ž .In a similar way, the q, l -relations may be characterized by coactions
on deformed symmetric algebras.
To transfer results from row operations to column operations, we
Ž .require some symmetry properties of the q, l -relations. We start with
some notations:
Ž . y1DEFINITION 2.6. a Given a deformation parameter q, we write q
Ž y1 .[ q .i j i, jg N
Ž . Žn. Ž .b For a fixed n G 1, we write q [ q [ q , whereÄ Ä Äi j
 4q , for i , j g 1, . . . , n ;nq1yi , nq1yj
q [Äi j ½ q , otherwise.ji
y1 Ž y1 .y1Note that q and q are again deformation parameters, and q sÄ
Äq s q.Ä
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Moreover, p, q are l-conjugate if and only if py1, qy1 are ly1
conjugate if and only if p, q are ly1-conjugate.Ä Ä
Ž . opDEFINITION 2.7. a Let R denote the opposite algebra of R and
R “ Rop, x ‹ xop the canonical map. For a matrix Y g Rm , n, we write
Ž op. Ž op.m , nY [ y g R .op i j
Ž . tb Let Y denote the transpose of Y and define the subtranspose of
Y as
y ??? ym n 1n
. .t n , m. .Y [ y s g R .Ž .mq 1yj , nq1yi i , j . . 0y ??? ym1 11
Remark 2.8. For any matrix Y with entries in R, the following are
equivalent:
Ž . Ž .a Y is a q, l -matrix;
Ž . Ž y1 y1. Ž op.b Y is a q , l -matrix with entries in R ;op
Ž . t Ž .c Y is a p, l -matrix.
Ž .If Y is an n = n -square matrix, these conditions are equivalent to:
Ž . t Ž Žn. y1.d Y is a p , l -matrix.Ä
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It suffices to check that a implies b , c , d ; the converse
follows for reasons of symmetry.
The following maps are bijective and preserve the relations p and o ,
 4  4  4  4t : 1, . . . , m = 1, . . . , n “ 1, . . . , n = 1, . . . , m ,
ti , a ‹ i , a [ a, i ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2 4  4t9 : 1, . . . , n “ 1, . . . , n ,
i , a ‹t i , a [ n q 1 y a, n q 1 y i .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .  4  4Suppose Y g M m = n, R and a , b g 1, . . . , m = 1, . . . , n .q, l
Ž .If a p b , the relation SR Y, b , a holds, and implies
SR y1 y1 Y , a , b , SR Y t , b t , a t ,Ž .Ž .q , l op p , l
and SR y1 t Y , tb , ta if m s n .Ž .Ž .p , lÄ
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v v Ž .If a o b , we have a b p b a and the relation MR Y, b , a holds. It is
easy to deduce
MR y1 y1 Y , a , b , MR Y t , b t , a t ,Ž .Ž .q , l op p , l
and MR y1 t Y , tb , ta if m s nŽ .Ž .p , lÄ
v vŽ Ž . .using SR Y, a b , b a , to get the second and third one .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By the above observation about the maps t, t9, we obtain b , c , d .
w x ŽRecall from 1, Theorem 2 the following result where we write q, p for
y1 w x.p, q in 1 :
Ž . Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 2.9. The q, l -matrix algebra O M n is an iteratedq, l
Ore-extension of the base field k; it has a basis of ordered monomials and is
noetherian, without zero di¤isors.
Ž .These algebraic properties imply that the q, l -matrix algebra can be
Žembedded into a skew field, containing k in its center i.e., a division
. w xalgebra over k , see, e.g., 2, 1.2 and 1.3 . This allows us to apply later
Ž Ž ..results to O M n .q, l
Ž .3. REDUCTION OF q, l -MATRICES, USING ROW AND
COLUMN OPERATIONS
Ž .We examine how far rectangular q, l -matrices may be reduced by
applying elementary row or column operations, each of which preserve the
quantum relations. The result is summarized in Theorem 3.6. The follow-
ing types of operations are considered:
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. A q, l -row operation for a q, l -matrix Y is an
Ž .operation of the following type that, applied to Y, gives again a q, l -
matrix:
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..Type 1 resp. 1q r 1 y , resp. 1qq r 1 y y add a left multiple
Žof one row to another row resp. the next non-zero row belowrabove, resp.
.any other row belowrabove .
Ž . ŽSimilarly, q, l -column operations of these types are defined where we
take right multiples of columns, and rows further below correspond to
.columns further right .
Ž .We usually omit the pair q, l , if confusions are not possible; so ``row
Ž .operation'' shall always mean `` q, l -row operation.''
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Ž . Ž .Remark 3.2. Zeroes in q, l -Matrices l / 1 . Suppose R has no zero
Ž . Ž .divisors and l / 1. For a q, l -matrix Y s y , with entries in R, suchjl
that y s 0, one of the following holds:i a
Ž .a the ith row of Y is zero;
Ž .b the ath column of Y is zero;
Ž .c we have y s 0 for all j F i, b G a,jb
0 ??? 0
. .) . .. .Y s ;
0 ??? 0 0
) )
Ž .d we have y s 0 for all j G i, b F a,jb
) )
0 ??? 0
. .Y s .. . ). . 0
0 ??? 0
w xŽ . Ž .Proof. Let be any 2 = 2 -submatrix of Y, obtained by deletingy z
some rows and columns. Since l / 1, we have p / q for all i / j.i j ji
w xŽ . Ž .Hence, the q, l -main relation for Y, corresponding to , implies that ify z
w s 0 or z s 0, then x s 0 or y s 0.
There are four possibilities for the ith row of Y:
Ž .1 all entries in the ith row are zero;
Ž .2 there are column indices b - a and c ) a, such that y , y / 0;i b ic
Ž .3 there is b - a, such that y / 0, but for all c ) a, we havei b
y s 0;ic
Ž .4 for all b - a, we have y s 0, but there is c ) a, such thati b
y / 0.ic
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Using the observation before, 2 resp. 3 , 4 implies b resp. c , d .
Ž .Note that q, 1 -matrices do not, in general, have this property. If l s 1,
Ž . Žhowever, p s q , and the q, l -main and sub-relations coincide cf.i j ji
.Definition 2.5 . This shows the following
m , n Ž .Remark 3.3. A matrix Y g R is a q, 1 -matrix if and only if for all
 4  4 Ž .a , b g 1, . . . , m = 1, . . . , n the relation SR Y, a , b holds. It is equiva-
Ž .lent to demand MR Y, a , b for all such a , b.
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The key step is the following lemma, which allows us to delete a
non-zero entry of a partially reduced quantum matrix.
Ž .LEMMA 3.4. Let Y be a q, l -matrix o¤er R, let i, j be different row
indices, b be a column index, such that y is in¤ertible.i b
If l / 1 suppose that i - j and
 4y s 0, if l g i , j , a - b or i - l - j or l ) j; a F b . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l a
Then adding the ith row, multiplied on the left by yy yy1, to the jth row of Yjb ib
Ž .gi¤es again a q, l -matrix.
It is possible to check this by direct calculations, but we prefer to give a
Ž .more general analysis of q, l -row operations.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose Y s y g M m = n, R , z g R, and i,ab q, l
j are different row indices. If l / 1, suppose all rows of Y between the ith and
the jth one are zero.
Ž . aba Write D [ y y y q y y and suppose the following hold:i a jb b a ib ja
y z s p p zy l / j ; 3.2Ž . Ž .l a jl l i l a
Dabz s p q zDab , if j, b o i , a . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .ji i j
Then adding the ith row, left-multiplied by z, to the jth row of Y gi¤es again a
Ž .q, l -matrix.
Ž .b If R has no zero di¤isors and the ith row of Y is non-zero, the
Ž .con¤erse is true in a .
Ž X . XProof. We have to consider the matrix Y 9 s y , with y s y forl a l a l a
l / j, and yX s y q zy .ja ja ia
Ž .Firstly, we examine those q, l -relations for Y 9 that involve not only
Ž .elements in the jth row. We prove that 3.2 implies these relations and
Ž .show the converse under the additional conditions of b .
< < ŽWe may assume l s 1 or i y j s 1 for the following relations involv-
ing zero rows are trivially satisfied, the other relations for the case l / 1,
< < .i y j ) 1 are checked in the same way as below .
Ž .The sub-relations for Y 9, involving the jth and the lth row l / j , are
y y q zy s p q y q zy y l , a p j, b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l a jb ib jl b a jb ib l a
Ž Ž . Ž ..According to SR Y, l, a , j, b , this is equivalent to
y zy s p q zy y l , a p j, b . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l a ib jl b a ib l a
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< < Ž . Ž .If l / 1, we have i y j s 1, hence l, a p i, b . In any case,
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .SR Y, l, a , i, b holds for l s 1 by Remark 3.3 . We obtain, as required
Ž . Ž .3.2 SR
y zy s p p zy y s p q zy y .l a ib jl l i l a ib jl b a ib l a
Consider the main relations for Y 9, involving the jth and the lth row
Ž .l / j . According to the corresponding main-relation for Y, they are
equivalent to
y zy y q q zy y s p y q zy y l , a o j, b . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l a ib b a l j ib l a jl l j i a lb
Ž .For l s i, this is easily verified using 3.2 and the relations for the ith row
of Y.
< < Ž . Ž .Suppose l / i. If l / 1, we have i y j s 1, hence l, a o i, b . In any
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .case, MR Y, l, a , i, b holds for l s 1 by Remark 3.3 . We obtain, as
required
Ž .3.2
y zy y q q zy y s q q z y y y q q y yŽ .l a ib b a l j ib l a l j i l l a ib b a l i ib l a
Ž .MR
s q q p y q zy y s p y q zy y .Ž . Ž .l j i l i l l i i a lb jl l j i a lb
Ž . Ž .Summarizing, 3.2 implies the q, l -relations for Y 9, apart from the
relations for the jth row.
For the converse, suppose R has no zero divisors, the ith row of Y is
Ž . Ž .non-zero, say y / 0, and 3.4 , 3.5 are satisfied.i b
 4  4  4 Ž .Given any l g 1, . . . , m _ j , a g 1, . . . , n , we show 3.2 .
Ž .Relation 3.4 and the relations for the ath column of Y give
y zy s p zy y s p p zy y ;l a ia jl i a l a jl l i l a ia
Ž .which implies 3.2 , if y / 0. Now suppose y s 0.i a ia
Ž . Ž .If l, a p i, b and l / 1 then it follows, using Remark 3.2, that
Ž .y s 0, and 3.2 holds.l a
Ž . Ž . < <So suppose l, a o i, b or l s 1. If l / 1, we have i y j s 1, hence
Ž  4. Ž . Ž . Ž .since l f i, j also l, a o j, b . Relation 3.5 and y s 0 givei a
y zy s q q zy y . 3.6Ž .l a ib b a l j ib l a
Ž . Ž . Ž .If l s 1, the equations in 3.4 and 3.5 are equivalent, and 3.6 holds as
well.
Ž Ž . Ž ..In any case, MR Y, i, b , l, a holds, which is
y y s q q y y .i b l a ab i l l a ib
Ž . Ž .Together with 3.6 and y / 0, this yields 3.2 .i b
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Ž . Ž .To complete the proof, we suppose 3.2 holds and show that 3.3 is
equivalent to the relations for the jth row of Y 9. These are
y q zy y q zy s q y q zy y q zy a / b . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .jb ib ja ia ab ja ia jb ib
Since these equations are symmetric in a, b, they are all satisfied if they
Ž . Ž .hold for all a, b, such that j, b o i, a .
Ž .Recall that y y s q y y for any l relations for the lth row .lb l a ab l a lb
Ž .Together with 3.2 , for l [ i, this implies zy zy s q zy zy . Hence,i b ia ab ia ib
Ž .3.7 is equivalent to
y zy q zy y s q y zy q q zy y if j, b o i , aŽ . Ž .Ž .jb ia ib ja ab ja ib ab ia jb
Ž .3.2
m z y y y q y y s q p y y y p y y z . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .i b ja ab ia jb ab i j ja ib i j jb ia^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
abs yq D \ D 9ab
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Using MR Y, j, b , i, a and SR Y, j, a , i, b , it follows that D9 s
yq p q Dab.ab i j ji
Ž . Ž .Hence, 3.8 is equivalent to 3.3 .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Lemma 3.4 . By Proposition 3.5, it remains to verify 3.2 ,
Ž . y13.3 for z [ yy y .jb ib
Ž .We start with 3.2 , which is
y y yy1 s p p y yy1 y l / j . 3.9Ž . Ž .l a jb ib jl l i jb ib l a
ŽIf l s 1, this follows from the sub-relations for Y that contain y cf.l a
.Remark 3.3 .
Ž .Relation 3.9 is trivial if y s 0. So suppose l / 1, y / 0. Then Yl a l a
has the form
)¡ ƒ
y ) ??? ??? )i b
0
Y s . 3.100 y ) ??? ??? ) Ž .jb
0 ) ??? ??? )
. . .. . .. . .¢ §
0 ) ??? ??? )
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Hence, if l, a p i, b resp. l, a o i, b , we also have l, a p j, b
Ž Ž . Ž ..resp. l, a o j, b .
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Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. ŽRelation 3.9 is easily obtained from SR Y, l, a , i, b and SR Y,
Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .l, a , j, b , respectively from MR Y, l, a , i, b and MR Y, l, a ,
Ž .. Ž .j, b the right hand sides of the last two relations vanish .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we prove 3.3 . Take any column indices c, d, such that j, d o i, c
Ž .hence c - d, if l / 1 .
cd Ž .If l / 1 and c - b, then y s y s 0, hence D s 0, and 3.3 isic jc
trivial.
So suppose c G b or l s 1. We have to show
y y y q y y z s p q z y y y q y y .Ž . Ž .ic jd dc id jc ji i j ic jd dc id jc
Ž .Using 3.2 , for l [ i, it is equivalent to prove
y y z y q zy s q y y z y q zy . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .ic jd i j jd dc id jc i j jc
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..If c ) b and l / 1, we have j, c o i, b . In any case, MR Y, j, c , i, b
Žholds for l s 1 by Remark 3.3, for c s b by the relations for the bth
.column . This means
y y y q q y y s p y q y y ,Ž .jc ib ji bc ib jc i j ji ic jb
left multiplication by z and right multiplication by yy1 yieldsi b
zy q q q y y yy1 s y p y q zy z ,Ž .jc ji bc jb jc ib i j ji ic
Ž .by the relations for the jth row of Y and 3.2 for l [ i, the last equation
implies
y z y q zy s p y q l y z 2 .Ž .jc i j jc i j ji ic
Ž .The same equation holds for d instead of c. They reduce 3.11 to a
relation for the ith row of Y, which is satisfied.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.6. Reduction Theorem for Quantum Matrices. Let T be a
Ž .di¤ision algebra o¤er k. Let Y g M m = n, T .q, l
Ž .a If l / 1, then Y can be reduced}by applying firstly row operations
Ž . Ž .of type 1q , secondly, column operations of type 1q }to a matrix with
Ž .non-zero entries precisely at the positions i , a , for suitable i - ??? - i ,s s 1 r
and a - ??? - a ; r G 0.1 r
Ž .b If l s 1, then Y can be reduced}by applying firstly row operations
Ž . Ž .of type 1qq , secondly, column operations of type 1qq }to a matrix,
where e¤ery row and column contains at most one non-zero entry.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..c The reduced q, l -matrix obtained from a resp. b is uniquely
determined by Y.
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Ž . Ž .Proof. a Assume l / 1. We call a matrix Z s z row-reduced, ifi a
there is r G 0 and i - ??? - i , a - ??? - a , such that1 r 1 r
z / 0 1 F s F rŽ .i , as s
 4z s 0, if j s i , b - a or j f i , . . . , i .Ž .jb s s 1 r
Ž .Let N Z denote the number of non-zero entries of a matrix Z. We prove
Ž .by induction on N Y that Y may be transformed to a row-reduced Z, by
Ž .applying row operations of type 1q .
Ž .For N Y s 0, we have Y s 0, which is row-reduced.
Ž .  4Suppose N Y ) 0 and Y is not row-reduced. Choose l g 1, . . . , m
maximal, such that the first l rows of Y form a row-reduced matrix and
 4the lth row is non-zero. Then choose b g 1, . . . , n minimal, such that
y / 0. From Remark 3.2, we obtain y s 0 for all h G l, a - b.lb ha
Since Y is not row-reduced, there is a non-zero row below the lth one.
Choose l9 ) l minimal, such that the l9th row is non-zero. Assume
y s 0. Then the first l9 rows of Y form a row-reduced matrix, contradict-l9b
ing the choice of l. Hence, y / 0, which shows there are at least twol9b
non-zero entries among y , . . . , y .lb m b
Choose i, j G l maximal, such that y , y / 0 and i - j. Then y s 0i b jb hb
 4  4for all h g i q 1, . . . , m _ j . From Remark 3.2, it follows that Y has the
Ž .form 3.10 .
Ž . Ž .Let Y 9 be the q, l -matrix obtained from Y by deleting the j, b entry,
Ž .using one row operation of type 1q , as in Lemma 3.4. By Remark 3.2
Ž .and the special form of Y, if y s 0, then y s 0 for any c . This impliesjc ic
Ž . Ž .N Y 9 - N Y , completing the induction step.
We deduce the second step from the first one, using Remark 2.8.
m , n n, l Ž . tNote that for arbitrary matrices U g T , V g T , we have UV sop
t t Ž . n, nV U . By Remark 2.8, this implies for Z g M m = n, T , E g T ,op op q, l
ZE g M m = n , T m Et Z t g M y1 y1 n = m , T op . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .q , l op op p , l
Ž . Ž .Recall that row resp. column operations of type 1 correspond to left
Ž . Žresp. right multiplication with a suitable matrix I q yE where I is thei j
Ž .identity matrix, E the matrix with 1 in the i, j th position, zeros else-i j
.where .
Ž . Ž .In this way, 3.12 gives a 1-to-1-correspondence of q, l -column opera-
Ž . Ž y1 y1. ttions for Z of type 1q and p , l -row operations for Z of typeop
Ž .1q .
Ž . tSuppose Y g M m = n, T is row-reduced. By Remark 2.8, Y 9 [ Yq, l op
Ž y1 y1. tis a p , l -matrix. As shown before, Y can be transformed to a
Ž y1 y1. Ž y1 y1.row-reduced p , l -matrix D9, by applying p , l -row operations
Ž . Ž .of type 1q . Hence, Y can be transformed to the q, l -matrix D [
Ž . t Ž . Ž .D9 , by applying q, l -column operations of type 1q .op
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Since Y 9 is the transpose of a row-reduced matrix, it is easy to see that
Ž .D9 has the form described in part a . Hence, also D has the required
Ž .form, and a is proved.
Ž . Ž .Part b is proved similarly. Suppose l s 1. We call a matrix Z s zia
cleared in l rows, if there are r G 0, 1 F i - ??? - i F l, and a , . . . , a g1 r 1 r
 41, . . . , n , such that
z / 0 1 F s F rŽ .i , as s
z s 0, if j s i , b - a or j ) i , b s aŽ . Ž .jb s s s s
 4  4or j g 1, . . . , l _ i , . . . , i .Ž .1 r
If Z is cleared in all its rows, we call Z row-cleared.
 4By induction on l g 0, 1, . . . , m , we show that Y may be cleared in l
Ž .rows, by applying row operations of type 1qq .
Ž .Suppose Y is cleared in l rows, but not in l q 1 rows 0 F l - m . Then
Ž .the l q 1 st row of Y is non-zero. Choose the column index a minimal,
such that y / 0. By Lemma 3.4, the entries of Y at the positionslq1, a
Ž . Ž . Ž .l q 2, a , . . . , m, a may be deleted, using q, 1 -row operations of type
Ž . Ž Ž .1qq more precisely, by adding suitable multiples of the l q 1 st row to
.rows further below . The resulting matrix is cleared in l q 1 rows.
Ž . XNow suppose Y g M m = n, T is row-cleared. Put Y 9 [ Y andq, 1 op
transform Y 9 into a row-cleared matrix D9, using the method described
before. It is elementary to verify that D9 contains at most one non-zero
entry in each row and column. Hence, the second reduction step can be
Ž .obtained from the first one, in the same way as in a .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To show c , recall that row column operations of type 1qq are
Ž . Ž .performed by left right multiplication with lower upper triangular
matrices with 1's in the diagonal.
Hence, there are matrices
1 ) 1
. .. .A s , B s ,. . 0  01 ) 1
such that BYA s D, where D contains at most one non-zero entry in each
row and column.
It is easy to deduce that D is uniquely determined by Y.
Ž .We apply this reduction method to invertible q, l -matrices. Recall
w xfrom 4, Sect. 19, Theorems 1 and 2 the following result:
THEOREM 3.7. The Bruhat Normal Form. Let Y be an in¤ertible matrix
o¤er a skew field S. Then there are A g Uq, B g Uy, and uniquely deter-
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mined a , . . . , a g S, s g S , such that1 n n
Y s B diag a , . . . , a P s A. 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
The matrices A, B are uniquely determined by the condition that
Ž . Ž y1 . qP s AP s g U .
Ž . Ž .Here P s [ d denotes the permutation matrix associated toi, s Ž j. i, j
Ž .s g S , and diag a , . . . , a the diagonal matrix with entries a , . . . , a .n 1 n 1 n
Ž .The set of upper lower triangular matrices with 1's in the diagonal is
q Ž y.denoted by U resp. U .
Ž .DEFINITION 3.8. The decomposition 3.13 is called a Bruhat normal
Ž .form of Y. We call s resp. a , . . . , a the Bruhat permutation resp. the1 n
Bruhat diagonal of Y.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.9. Let T be a di¤ision algebra o¤er k, and Y g GL n, T ,q, l
with l / 1.
Ž . Ž .1 By row operations of type 1q , Y can be reduced to an upper
triangular matrix.
Ž .2 If Y is upper triangular, it can be reduced to a diagonal matrix, by
Ž . Ž .a column operations of type 1q ; and also by
Ž . Ž .b row operations of type 1 y .
Ž . Ž3 The Bruhat permutation of Y is the identity hence, A and B are
Ž ..unique in 3.13 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Row and column operations of type 1 preserve the invert-
ibility of matrices. An invertible matrix of the form described in Theorem
Ž .3.6 a is necessarily a diagonal matrix. It follows that the first reduction
Ž .step of Theorem 3.6 a transforms Y into an upper triangular matrix. This
Ž .proves 1 .
Ž .2a Suppose Y is an invertible upper triangular matrix. Then Y does
Žnot contain zeros in the diagonal and is, hence, row-reduced cf. proof of
Ž ..Theorem 3.6 a . Therefore, the second part of the proof of Theorem
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3.6 a implies 2a . We deduce 2b from 1 , using Remark 2.8 d . It is easy
to verify that
tt tn , n n , n tt : T “ T , Y ‹ Y s YŽ . Ž .
is an algebra automorphism of order 2. Using Remark 2.8, this implies for
Ž . n, nZ g M n, T , E g T ,q, l
EZ g M n , T m t E t Z g M y1 n , T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q , l q , lÄ
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Ž .This equivalence gives, in particular, a 1-to-1 correspondence of q, l -row
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .operations for Z of type 1 y and q, l -row operations for t Z ofÄ
Ž .type 1q .
Ž . Ž . Ž y1 .Now 2b can be shown by applying the reduction in 1 to the q, l -Ä
Ž . Ž Ž ..matrix t Y similar to the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.6 a .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Row column operations of type 1q are performed by left
Ž . y Ž q. q yright multiplication with matrices in U resp. U ; and U , U are
Ž . Ž .subgroups of the group of invertible matrices. Hence, 3 follows from 1
Ž .and 2a .
We add a few remarks that are all not difficult to check:
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.10. a A diagonal matrix is a q, l -matrix, if and only if its
entries commute pairwise.
Ž . Ž .b In the one-parameter case i.e., p s q s q for all i - j , onei j i j
may interchange rows and columns in the matrices obtained from Theo-
Ž . Ž .rem 3.6, a or b , to get a quantum matrix with non-zero entries precisely
Ž . Ž .at the positions 1, 1 , . . . , r, r for some r G 0. In general, however, this
procedure violates the quantum relations.
Ž .c The statements of Corollary 3.9 are, in general, not satisfied in
Ž . Žthe commutative case i.e., all p s q s 1 or in the case l s 1 consider,i j i j
0 1Ž . Ž .  4 .e.g., the matrix , which is a q, l -matrix if q g "1 , l s 1 .121 0
4. AXIOMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE
QUANTUM DETERMINANT
Theorem 3.6 leads to a new, axiomatic description of the quantum
determinant: It is the unique alternating, multilinear map on the set of
quantum matrices over a division algebra, mapping the identity matrix to 1.
The special case l s 1 is considered.
We apply this result to calculate the Bruhat diagonal of quantum
matrices and to deduce a connection with the Dieudonne determinant.Â
w x Ž .We recall from 1 the construction of the multiparameter quantum
determinant:
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose Y g M n, R and let D [ D Y, q , D9 [q, l
Ž . Ž Ž ..D9 Y, p denote the associated coactions as in Proposition 2.4 1a . There is
a unique D g R, such that
D x ? . . . ? x s D m x ? . . . ? x , D9 x ? . . . ? x s x ? . . . ? x m D.Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
4.1Ž .
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Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4.2. We call det Y [ D the q, l -determinant of Y.q, l
w Ž .x Ž w xAn explicit polynomial formula for D is given in 1, Eq. 16 where 1
y1 .writes p, q for our q, p . However, it is not necessary for our results.
We are interested in the following properties:
m , n n Ž .DEFINITION 4.3. For any Y g R and any row z g R , let Y , zi
denote the matrix obtained from Y by replacing the ith row by z.
Let M ; Rm , n and d : M “ R. We call d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .additi¤e in rows , if d Y , z q z9 s d Y , z q d Y , z9 ;i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .left homogeneous in rows , if d Y , rz s r d Y , z ;i i
Ž . Ž s . s Ž .left multilinear in rows , if d Y ,Ý r z s Ý r d Y , z ;i js1 j j js1 j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .left alternating in rows , if d Y , ry s 0 i / j ;i j
for all matrices Y g Rm , n, with rows y , . . . , y , all rows z, z9, z g Rn, all1 m j
r, r g R, such that all arguments of d are in M.j
Ž .Similarly, right homogeneousrmultilinearralternating in rows is de-
fined, and in the same way the corresponding notions for columns.
Ž . Ž .Note that ``left right multilinear'' implies ``left right homogeneous''
Žand ``additive,'' but the converse does not hold in general M might be
.``too small'' .
Ž . Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.4. a The map det : M n, R “ R is left andq, l q, l
. Ž .right multilinear and alternating in rows and columns .
Ž .b For all a , . . . , a g R that commute pairwise, we ha¤e1 n
det diag a , . . . , a s a ? . . . ? a . 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .q , l 1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .Proof. a The required properties in rows columns can be shown
Ž .using the left right coactions associated to the arguments of det . Weq, l
prove the quantum determinant is left multilinearralternating in rows, the
other verifications are entirely similar.
Ž s . Ž j. Ž .For multilinearity, suppose Z [ Y ,Ý r z and Z [ Y , z arei js1 j j i j
Ž . m , n nŽall q, l -matrices, for some Y g R , r g R, and rows z g R j gj j
 4.1, . . . , s . We show
s
Ž j.det Z s r det Z . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýq , l j q , l
js1
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Ž Ž ..The associated left coactions are cf. Proposition 2.4 1a
n
D [ D Z, q : n n “ R m n n , x ‹ z m x \ z ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýq q a ab b a
bs1
4.4Ž .
n
Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.D [ D Z , q : n n “ R m n n , x ‹ z m x \ z .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýq q a ab b a
bs1
4.5Ž .
Ž .Considering R ; R m n n , via r ‹ r m 1, we getq
s
Ž j. Ž j.  4z s r z ; z s z j g 1, . . . , s , a / i . 4.6Ž .Ž .Ýi j i a a
js1
!Ž . Ž .Using the relations of n n at s , we obtain 4.3 fromq
det Z m x ? . . . ? xŽ .q , l 1 n
Ž . Ž .4.1 4.4
s D x ? . . . ? x s z ? . . . ? zŽ .1 n 1 n
! Ãs yq ? . . . ? yq z z ? . . . ? z ? . . . ? zŽ . Ž .iy1, i 1 i i 1 i n
s $Ž .4.6 Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.s yq ? . . . ? yq r z z ? . . . ? z ? . . . ? zŽ . Ž . Ýiy1, i 1 i j i 1 i n
js1
s sŽ . Ž .4.5 , 4.1! Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.s r z ? . . . ? z s r det Z m x ? . . . ? x .Ž .Ý Ýj 1 n j q , l 1 n
js1 js1
Ž . Ž .To show the alternating property, suppose Y s y g M n, R , suchab q, l
that the jth row of Y is equal to the ith row, left-multiplied by some r g R
Ž .i / j .
Consider the associated left coaction:
n
D : n n “ R m n n , x ‹ y m x \ h , with h s rh .Ž . Ž . Ýq q a ab b a j i
bs1
Ž .Using the relations of n n , we get, by a similar calculation as before,q
det Y m x ? . . . ? x s h ? . . . ? h s ah h ? . . . ? h ? . . . ? hŽ . Ãq , l 1 n 1 n j 1 j n
s a rh h ? . . . ? h ? . . . ? h s 0,Ãi 1 j n
Ž .for some a g k the last product vanishes, since it contains h twice .i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .b If a , . . . , a commute pairwise, diag a , . . . , a is a q, l -matrix1 n 1 n
Ž Ž .. Ž .see Remark 3.10 a , and 4.2 is easily obtained from the definition
of det .q, l
To prove the quantum determinant is uniquely determined by some of
Žthese properties, we need the following result which allows us to apply
.Theorem 3.6 .
Ž .LEMMA 4.5. Suppose R has no zero di¤isors and d : M n, R “ R isq, l
Ž .additi¤e and left alternating in rows. If l / 1 resp. l s 1 then d is in¤ariant
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..under row operations of type 1q , 1 y resp. type 1 .
Ž .Proof. Take Y g M n, R and denote the rows of Y by y sq, l l
Ž .y , . . . , y .l1 ln
 4An operation of the required type is given by i, j g 1, . . . , n , i / j, and
Ž . Ž . Žz g R, such that Y 9 [ Y , zy q y is a q, l -matrix and y s 0 forj i j l
Ž . Ž . .min i, j - l - max i, j , in case l / 1 .
Ž . Ž .We show d Y s d Y 9 . If y s 0, then Y s Y 9 and the claim is trivial.i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose y / 0. By Proposition 3.5 b , relations 3.2 and 3.3 hold for Yi
and z.
Ž . Ž .Consider Y [ Y , 0 . Clearly, Y is a q, l -matrix, and Y and z also0 j 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž ab . Ž .satisfy 3.2 and 3.3 for Y , we get D s 0 there . By Proposition 3.5 a ,0
Ž .we can apply the above row operation to Y as well, i.e., Y , zy is a0 j i
Ž .q, l -matrix. Hence
addit. alt.
d Y 9 s d Y , zy q d Y s d Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j i
For the following, let T denote a division algebra over k.
THEOREM 4.6. Axiomatic Description of the Quantum Determinant. If
Ž . Ž .l / 1, the q, l -determinant is the unique map from M n, T to T , whichq, l
Ž .is additi¤e, left homogeneous, left alternating in rows , and maps the identity
matrix to 1.
Ž .Proof. Suppose l / 1. The q, l -determinant has the required proper-
ties by Proposition 4.4.
Ž .To show uniqueness, let d : M n, T “ T be any map with theseq, l
properties. By Lemma 4.5, d is invariant under row operations of type
Ž . Ž .1q , 1 y .
Ž . Ž .Take any Y g M n, T . By the proof of Theorem 3.6 a , we may applyq, l
Ž .row operations of type 1q to Y until the resulting matrix Z contains a
zero row or is row-reduced without zero rows. In the first case, by left
Ž . Ž .homogeneity, d Z s 0, hence d Y s 0.
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In the second case, Z is an upper triangular matrix, with non-zero
diagonal entries. By Corollary 3.9, we can reduce Z to a diagonal matrix
Ž . Ž .D s diag a , . . . , a , using row operations of type 1 y . A diagonal1 n
Ž .matrix is a q, l -matrix if and only if its entries commute pairwise. It
Ž . Ž .follows, using left homogeneity, that d D s a ? . . . ? a , hence d Y s1 n
a ? . . . ? a .1 n
Therefore, d is uniquely determined.
Ž .Remark 4.7. a In particular, Theorem 4.6 applies to the quotient
Ž Ž .. Ž .skew field of O M n cf. Proposition 2.9 .q, l
Ž .b In general, this characterization of det does not hold, ifq, l
l s 1. For q s y1, l s 1, we have12
x 0 0 x
M 2, k s , x , y g k .Ž .q , 1 ½ 5ž / ž /0 y y 0
The following map has the properties of Theorem 4.6, but is not equal to
det :q, 1
x 0 0 x‹ xy , ‹ 0.ž / ž /0 y y 0
The key to describe the case l s 1 and to calculate the Bruhat diagonal
are principal minors:
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4.8. The mth principal minor of Y s y g M n, R isi j q, l
defined as
< <Y [ det y .Ž .Ž .Žm. q , l i j 1Fi , jFm
Ž .Note that the argument of det is indeed a q, l -matrix.q, l
Ž . Ž .Remark 4.9. a The q, l -determinant is invariant under row and
Ž .column operations of type 1 .
Ž . Ž .b All principal minors of a q, l -matrix are invariant under row
Ž .and column operations of type 1qq .
Ž .Proof. Part a can be shown by some calculations involving the associ-
ated coactions, similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4. We leave it to the
Ž . Ž .reader. Part b follows from a .
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Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.10. 1 For Y g M n, T , the following are equi¤a-q, l
lent:
Ž .a All principal minors of Y are non-zero.
Ž . Žb Y is in¤ertible and its Bruhat permutation is the identity cf.
.Definition 3.8 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If 1a or 1b hold, the principal minors of Y commute pairwise
and the Bruhat diagonal of Y is
< < < <y1 < < < <y1 < <Y , Y Y , . . . , Y Y .Ž .Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Žny1. Žn.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If l / 1, then 1a , 1b , 2 hold for all in¤ertible q, l -matrices
o¤er T.
DEFINITION 4.11. We write
GLX n , T [ Y g M n , T N Y satisfies 1a or 1b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4q , l q , l
MX n , T [ Y g M n , T N Y is not invertible orŽ . Ž .q , l q , l
Y g GLX n , T .Ž . 4q , l
Ž .Proof. 1 By Theorem 3.6, we can reduce Y to a matrix of the form
Ž . Ž .D s diag a , . . . , a P s , for suitable a , . . . , a g T , s g S , by applying1 n 1 n n
Ž . Ž .row and column operations of type 1qq . By Remark 4.9 b , the princi-
pal minors of Y and D coincide.
Ž . Ž .Row resp. column operations of type 1qq are performed by left
Ž . y Ž q.resp. right multiplication with suitable matrices in U resp. U . Hence,
there are A g Uq, B g Uy, such that BYA s D, i.e.,
Y s By1 diag a , . . . , a P s Ay1 . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We show 1b implies 1a , 2 . By 1b , Y is invertible, hence D as well,
Ž .which means a , . . . , a / 0. Then 4.7 is a Bruhat normal form of Y. By1 n
Ž . Ž .1b , s s id, hence D s diag a , . . . , a . So1 n
< < < <Y s D s a ? . . . ? a / 0 1 F m F n ; 4.8Ž . Ž .Žm. Žm. 1 m
Ž . Ž .which proves 1a . Since all a , are invertible, 4.8 impliesi
< < < <y1 < < < <y1 < <a , . . . , a s Y , Y Y , . . . , Y Y .Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Žny1. Žn.1 n
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since D is a q, l -matrix, a , . . . , a commute pairwise Remark 3.10 a ,1 n
< < Ž .hence the Y 's commute as well, and 2 is proved.Žm.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . < <We show 1a implies 1b . By 1a and the initial observations, D sŽm.
< <Y / 0, for 1 F m F n. Assume s / id, say m - n is minimal, suchŽm.
Ž .that s m / m. Then the first m entries in the mth row of D are zero,
< < < <hence D s 0, contradicting the previous result. So, s s id; and DŽm. Žn.
/ 0 implies a , . . . , a / 0. Hence, D is invertible, and so is Y, with1 n
s s id as Bruhat permutation.
Ž . Ž .Part 3 follows immediately from Corollary 3.9 3 .
Ž .Our previous results Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 4.6 generalize to the
Ž .classes of q, l -matrices defined above, without restriction on l. Note
that, if l / 1, we have M s MX and GL s GLX .q, l q, l q, l q, l
Ž . X Ž .COROLLARY 4.12. a Corollary 3.9 holds for matrices in GL n, T ,q, l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for any l, when one replaces 1q r 1 y by 1qq r 1 y y . All matrices
X Ž .in¤ol¤ed in the reduction lie in GL n, T .q, l
Ž . Ž .b Theorem 4.6 holds for any l, when one replaces M n, T byq, l
X Ž .M n, T .q,l
Proof. If l / 1, this is clear. Suppose l s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a The reduction described in Corollary 3.9 1 , 2a }with opera-
Ž . Ž .tions of type 1qq instead of type 1q }follows from the observations
in the proof of Proposition 4.10, using that the permutation s there is the
identity.
Ž . Ž .The reduction in 2b }with operations of type 1 y y instead of
Ž . Ž1 y }follows directly from Lemma 3.4 which allows considerably more
. Ž .row operations, if l s 1 . The operations of type 1 y y considered here
preserve the diagonal entries of upper triangular matrices and, hence,
their principal minors as well.
Ž .Together with Remark 4.9 b , this implies that all matrices involved in
X Ž .these reductions are again in GL n, T .q, l
Ž .b Existence is clear by Proposition 4.4. To show uniqueness, ob-
X Ž .serve that a map d : M n, T “ T , which is additive and left alternatingq, 1
Ž .in rows, is invariant under row operations of type 1 by the proof of
Ž Ž .Lemma 4.5 since the matrix Y , zy considered there is not invertible and,j i
X Ž ..hence, lies in M n, T .q, 1
Secondly, note that the matrix obtained from the first reduction step of
Ž .Theorem 3.6 b contains a zero row if the original matrix is not invertible.
Ž .Using a and these observations, uniqueness is proved in a similar way
as before.
We give another application of our analysis of principal minors: The
Dieudonne determinant is defined for all invertible matrices over a skewÂ
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w x Žfield. Recall its definition from 4, Sect. 20, Corollary 1 cf. also the
w x.original paper 3 :
THEOREM 4.13. The Dieudonne Determinant. Let S be any skew field,Â
=  4 ab = w = =x =S [ S _ 0 , and S [ S r S , S be the abelianization of S . Let
= ab Ž .p : S “ S be the canonical map and GL n, S the set of in¤ertibleS
Ž .n = n -matrices o¤er S. The following map is a surjecti¤e group homomor-
phism,
det : GL n , S “ Sab , Y ‹ p sgn s a ? . . . ? a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .S 1 n
Ž .where a , . . . , a is the Bruhat diagonal and s is the Bruhat permutation of1 n
Ž .Y cf. Definition 3.8 .
It is the usual determinant, if S is commutati¤e.
DEFINITION 4.14. This map is called the Dieudonne determinant.Â
COROLLARY 4.15. Quantum Determinant and Dieudonne Determinant.Â
Ž . = ab X Ž .a Let p : T “ T be as abo¤e. For all matrices Y g GL n, T , weT q, l
ha¤e
det Y s p det Y . 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T q , l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b In particular, 4.9 holds for the generic q, l -matrix X s xi j
Ž .see Definition 2.5 .
Ž .Proof. Part a follows from the formula for the Bruhat diagonal of Y
Ž Ž ..cf. Proposition 4.10 2 .
w xIt follows from the explicit formula for det , given in 1 , and Proposi-q, l
Ž .tion 2.9, that all principal minors of the generic q, l -matrix X are
X Ž .non-zero. Hence, X g GL n, T for the quotient skew field T ofq, l O O
Ž Ž .. Ž .O M n . This shows b .q, l
Ž .Remark 4.16. The projection of the q, 1 -determinant is, in general,
0 1Ž .not equal to the Dieudonne determinant: Consider, e.g., Y [ , which isÂ 1 0
Ž . Ž .a q, 1 -matrix over k, if q [ y1. However, det Y s 1 / y1 s12 q, 1
Ž . Ž .det Y , provided char k / 2.
Ž . ŽCOROLLARY 4.17. The principal minors of a q, l -matrix with entries in
.any k-algebra commute with one another.
Ž . Ž .Proof. From Proposition 4.10 2 and the proof of Corollary 4.15 b , it
follows that the principal minors of X commute pairwise. Since X is the
Ž . Ž .generic q, l -matrix, this holds for any q, l -matrix.
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